ANNUAL REPORT 2022

521 PROGRAMS

23,677 TOTAL PROGRAM ATTENDANCE

114,763 TOTAL VISITORS

281,713 TOTAL ITEMS IN COLLECTION

531,127 TOTAL ITEMS CHECKED OUT

BOOK BIKE MADE 18 APPEARANCES
INTERACTED WITH OVER 4,000 PEOPLE

442 HOME DELIVERIES

115 BOOKS BY MAIL DELIVERY

22,847 CARDHOLDERS

SAVED OVER $7.45 MILLION USING THE LIBRARY IN 2022

94,000 + SOCIAL MEDIA REACH

FLAT FINE FREE AS OF SEPTEMBER 6TH, 2022

190,477 DIGITAL ITEMS CHECKED OUT ONLINE

LAUNCHED MORE THAN BOOKS
LAWN GAMES • TOOLS • TECHNOLOGY

OCEANS OF POSSIBILITIES SUMMER READING PROGRAM

1,792 PARTICIPANTS

1 NEW DIRECTOR AS OF JANUARY 18TH 2022
CHASE McMUNN